1968 mustang engine bay
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Items Engine Size. More than 7. Not Specified 13 Items Number of Cylinders. Not Specified 25
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Accepts Offers Auction 7. Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options.
Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition Used. Any
Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Body Type Convertible - apply Body Type
filter. Coupe - apply Body Type filter. Fastback - apply Body Type filter. Transmission Manual apply Transmission filter. Automatic - apply Transmission filter. Shipping not specified. Buy It
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pickup or shipping. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more
lists. Read more. Feb 02, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller
for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this
listing. Very very little rust underneath and no rust through areas see pics. Metal is very very
good. Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All
rights reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not
responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any
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Seller's other items. Door Panels included All you need to buy inside is the carpet. New Master
Cylinder. What you see is what you get. More Pics available upon request. Unless otherwise
agreed upon. Detailing an engine compartment can be a weekend project. There are several
excellent products available, so you may want to ask at car shows, or buy a few and test them
out for yourself. Optional: specialty paints that approximate the following finishes:. Run the
engine to get it warm, then degrease your engine using a brush to remove as much dirt and
grime as you can. A Power washer, steam cleaner or high pressure do-it-yourself car wash
works well. Photograph the way everything is connected while it's still running; get a notebook,
make a diagram, take notes, etc. Remove all the accessories, hoses, belts and wires. Keep the
distributor wires attached to the cap. If you're really going nuts, drain and remove the radiator
and unbolt the exhaust manifolds from the block and the rest of the exhaust system. Bag and
tag everything that comes off, using the Ziplock bags for small items, with clear labels, i. Large
items get a making tape tag. The engine compartment brace s should come off too. If removing
the radiator, be sure to drain the coolant into an oil pan or other container and dispose of
properly. Remove or cover the distributor. Wire brush brass works best for me the iron areas of
the block that have rust or scale. Try Scotchbrite if necessary on softer finishes. Use
compressed air to blow the dust created off. If necessary use some kerosene on a brush or rag
to remove grease or grime remaining. Paint the motor first. Pick a warm dry day. Remove the air
cleaner, stove pipes, carb, and valve covers, and set them aside for separate refinishing. Prep
the block surface by removing any rust, loose paint, scale, etc. Stuff paper towels in the intake
manifold holes. While engine compartment detailing is easier with the hood off, it's doable with
the hood on. Once the surface is clean enough to paint, cover the engine compartment walls
with cardboard, towels, etc. Paint the motor with even strokes from ". If you removed the valve
covers, use a strip of cardboard to cover the valve train. Give it a second coat when dry. A good
prep job plus a high quality paint will yield a wet look when dry. Paint the air cleaner and valve
covers while the block is drying. Sandblast or strip these parts after degreasing. The better the
prep, the better the results. You may choose to bang-out or body work any dents in these parts

the reason for removing them. Paint on cardboard, constructing paint stands from the
cardboard boxes and wire hangers. Paint the interior of the air cleaner, including the lid bottom.
Do not paint the inside of the valve covers. Two coats of paint on each part. Cover the motor
with a trash can bag; two if possible. Use Scotchbrite to scuff the walls of engine compartment.
If the walls have heavy rust or scale, you may wish to use a rust inhibiting primer like
Eastwood's Corroless or POR Then paint the satin finish black on the walls, using light coats.
You're done when it looks good to you. Don't forget the shock tower caps, radiator support,
engine brace, battery tray, and exposed frame crossmembers. Most pulleys, engine brackets,
and the fan also get the satin black paint. TIP: when the engine is complete, install the new
spark plugs. There's much more room before the exhaust manifolds are in. If you removed the
battery tray, there maybe a rust or even a hole underneath it; this is common. Use the
Scotchbrite to scuff up. Cover the surrounding area with newspaper and masking tape. You're
going to paint this in the engine compartment, but it's not at hard as it looks. You only need to
paint what you can see. Use a base coat of silver. When dry, cover the pump with newspaper
and paint the pulley satin black. Save the cardboard you used for the walls. If you removed the
exhaust manifolds, sandblast or wire brush the rust and scale off. Using a foam brush and the
High-Temp exhaust manifold paint, them, and let dry. If you're not going to have them installed
on the motor within 72 hours, cure them in an over for 15 minutes at degrees. That is, if you
have an extra electric oven. Don't use the oven in your home! The makers of POR make a high
temperature coating like the EW product that appears to allow a week or two between
application and curing. Then hook up the rest of the exhaust system. The alternator body gets
the lighter gray EW Detail Gray. From your notes, you'll see what parts were gold cad, silver cad
a bluish tint on a silver part , etc. Refinish as you see fit. Don't forget the battery hold down
bolts, which were the lighter gray. Then, you get to put it all back together! Install the distributor
if you removed it. Install the fan, alternator, pulleys, and belts. Then add the radiator, shroud,
hoses, thermostat, and sending units. Fill with coolant. Install the carburetor. Put your vinyl
dressing on before attaching the hoses. Add the battery, if not in already. If you bought a new
repro, it came dry, and you'll need to add battery acid. You might want to set this up the night
before. I painted the red letters on the top and side of the battery with red Testors model paint.
Detailing touches are next like decals, wax, and polish. Paint the voltage regulator engine blue,
then detail the metal bottom with EW Detail Gray paint or equivalent. Then apply the clear decal
with yellow writing. Carefully apply air clear engine designation decals. Reinstall engine
compartment braces. Now you get to start it, tune-it and fool with it. Especially if you removed
the distributor. Make sure your wires are correctly attached. I label each wire with masking tape
and the cylinder , then remove all wires from the spark plugs, leaving them attached to the
distributor cap. I then match the new wires by length on the new cap, just like the old one. If the
carb was properly set before, it should be properly set now; don't touch it. Hope this helps.
While I'm sure I missed something, this is the basic procedure. I've applied this methodology to
about ten other cars I've worked on for friends. The results speak for themselves. What you will
need. Silver Cad plating. Carburetor Bronze. Gold Cad plating. Tune-up parts if needed.
Distributor Cap, points, rotor, ignition wires, spark plugs. Fan Shroud - if appropriate. Gaskets,
sealer. AutoLite Distributor Cap. AutoLite Ignition Wires. AutoLite Battery. Correct Belts.
Correct Battery Cables. Correct Alternator. Correct Solenoid. Correct Radiator Cap. Ziplock
Bags. Indelible marker. Scotchbrite Pads. Assorted Sandpaper. Masking tape. Small paint
brushes. Wire brush. Simple Green. Engine Degreaser. Cardboard boxes. Fender protector.
Fasteners, bolts, wire ties, etc. Many of us have been around long enough in this hobby to
remember when major Mustang shows were often rows of painstakingly detailed concours cars
with just the right finish on all the bolts, nuts, brackets, and what not. You'd often find a gaggle
of judges overlooking the car, clipboards in hand, to discuss the finite details of oil and
phosphate versus bare metal. While we applaud those in the hobby who have the time, finances,
and interest to detail a concours car, the majority of the hobby has swung towards driver cars
and late-model Mustangs. I know some of you have been dragged into the 21st century kicking
and screaming, but frankly, any interest in the Mustang hobby, be it modified cars or brand-new
G. The last thing we want is for the Mustang hobby to die off with its elder generation. That said,
one thing we've not taken a hard look at in a long time as far as our feeble minds can remember
is the task of detailing an engine compartment with an eye towards the restomod side of the
hobby. Unlike a concours engine detailing job, where 95 percent of the time your engine bay will
look identical to the Mustang parked next to you, the modified classes look at cleanliness and
workmanship--there is no"correctness" to engine detailing with a modified car. Essentially, the
engine detailing is left up to your imagination, budget, and even a theme, if your car has one.
We've seen countless vintage Mustangs with nice"driver" paintjobs, shiny wheels, and decent
interiors at cruise nights and weekend shows, but often with their hoods left in the closed

position. A quick poll of five different Mustang owners at a recent Saturday night cruise showed
that four had their hoods down because they weren't proud of the way their engine bay looked
the fifth thought the car displayed better with the hood down but was willing to open the hood
for anyone who asked. We didn't have to search too hard for a similar story in the '66 Mustang
coupe you see here. The owner has four Mustangs the '66 and three late-models and likes to
cruise with the '66, but is quite ashamed of his engine bay his words. After sitting down and
discussing his desires and budget, we offered to roll up our sleeves and help, along with a few
local club members, to turn his dingy engine bay into something to be proud of. Check out the
work and the results and start making your plans to do the same. It'll put a smile on your face
when you lift the hood at your next cruise in, we guarantee it! What We Used While this is by no
means an exact list of what you have to use to d
opgi chevelle
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ress up your engine compartment, we wanted to provide a list of the parts we used from
Mustangs Unlimited; this way if you see something you like for your project in these photos,
you'll know what to order. No longer do you have to have your spray penetrant in one hand and
your flashlight in the other, or in your mouth, thanks to FlashSight technology with the new
Liquid Wrench. Known for their LED work lights, Mychanic continues to offer the home
mechanic stylish shop tools that work great and are affordable. Check out Campbell Hausfeld's
new quiet compressors! We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to visit
Vintage Engine Bay Detailing. Mustang Monthly. Mustang Monthly Parts. Photo Gallery View
Photo Gallery. No longer is this owner ashamed of his engine bay and is ready to proudly pop
the hood at his next cruise night. Connect With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter Sign Up
Now. Most Popular. View More Girls. See All News. Sponsored links. Related Articles. Mustang

